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-immunity to unwanted external interventions 

-risk categorisation, and methodology for protection 



Summary 
 
New risks potentially arising, and the end to end consequence for users 
 
Risk categorisation from economic harm to physical injury.  
 
Threat, risk, impact and then candidate prevention methodology (design, engineering, 
operation) and remedies.  
 
 

Overview 



Old risks 

Risk Events Remedies 

Starvation Famines Food production and delivery. Peace 

Fire 1666 Great Fire of London 
2017 Grenfell Tower 

Fire safety regulation, construction standards, 
procurement regulation. Enforcement! 

Epidemics 1347-1352 plague throughout Europe, 30-
50% of population died 

Yersin (Institut Pasteur)  & Shibasaburō. But re-
emerging. Lack of vaccination as exposure… 

Industrial 1845 Friedrich Engels “On the condition of 
the working class in England” 
 

Work regulation, trade unions, health and safety 
regulation, environmental regulation 

Transport 1850s railways with poor brakes 
1912 The Titanic 
1986 NASA’s Challenger 

-1868 air brake patent by G. Westinghouse 
-Reliability engineering, fault-tolerant design 
-R. Feynman finds probability of fault 1/100 vs 
NASA’s estimate 1/100 000 

Consequence observed   cause identified?  risk reduced? 



Lille metro Telecom network Things watching us 

Since 1983, driverless 
metro. Very reliable 

Works best on strike 
days (no change, no 
human in the way). 
Sometimes changes 
are needed 

autonomous vacuum 
cleaner, grass mower, 
door bell ringing in the 
garden (button to bell 
radio link for 10€) 

Autonomous systems:  less risk or 
new risk? 



Individual  Population (large group) 

Loss of life War, large accident, epidemics 

Physical or psychological harm Discrimination 

Economic damage Structural economic damage 

No peace of mind Unhappy society 

Risk granularity and gravity 
1 person Billions of people 

Gravity 



System granularity, homogeneity?   
 

Transport 

Chernobyl 

Fukushima 

Energy 

Large 
Integrated 

Systems 

One vs many: 
Heterogeneous traffic 

Oil 
Gas 
Electricity 
Water 
Communication 
Transport 

Network 

Issues propagate: 
Capillarity 



Characterising risk 
Measuring risk or not 

 Worst case analysis 
Philosopher Huysmans “seul le pire arrive toujours”, expect the worst 
to happen. 
 
Mean expectation = (probability of damage) x (measure of damage) 
 
Concatenation of multiple risks 

probabilistic/stochastic modeling on trees, graphs 

 
Methodology 

-observing facts (past and current) 
-deducing probabilities for damage events 

Scenarios 
Illustrate possible cases 

Estimate probability of occurrence 
Estimate damage 
Follow every worst case path 

-replace binary “transborder” by n-ary 
multilateral 
-replace single issue by accumulation of 
multiple issues 

Built-in robustness 
 

Consequence observed   cause identified?  risk reduced? 

Kolmogorov 

Bayes 

Pascal 



Threat, adversary, response 
The threat scenario 
Damage type (to us) 

-killing 
-physical violence 
-theft 
-other damage (reputation, etc) 

Adversary acting against us 
-the killer 
-the attacker 
-the thief 
-other motivation 

Sequence of adversarial actions to expect 
-observe (us) 
-test (no damage yet) 
-act and cause damage 

 
 

Prevent, deter and respond 

-Respond at each step 

-Game theory (Nash, etc) 

-Prevention (Information Security) 

Consequence  anticipated from Adversary’s viewpoint  response identified?  risk reduced? 

 



Simple case, to illustrate 

Door bell system (10€) 
-radio transmitted from front door button to rear 
garden bell 
-easy remote interception by thief, cheap 
observation of when visits happen to home 
-complement by observation on presence schedule 
of home inhabitants (“Vera’s phone” WiFi signal?) 
-optimise burglary schedule 
 
Remedy 
-hide information 
 

 



Complex case, to illustrate 

Steps towards assistive autonomy 

human 

automation 

Ageing population 

Autonomous systems 

This is our macro societal challenge, and a possible solution 



The ageing population and 
automation 

Automated System 

Human 

Ageing population 

human 

automation 
Increasing assistance 



Friendly Robots or Robot friends? 
-The Sony Robot Story 



Also, from Sony Pictures 



renaud.difrancesco@sony.com 

Contact 
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